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In Dawn’s Shadows   nicole m miller
She’s determined to preserve the Polish Arabian bloodlines, at all cost. 

But will the ultimate sacrifice be too much to bear?
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Nicole M. Miller has written for dozens of  regional and national 
publications and garnered several awards for her nonfiction 

writing. She’s also a member of  Oregon Christian Writers and 
American Christian Fiction writers. She works as a social media 

coordinator and lives with her husband in Portland, OR. 
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1939 | American horse trainer Adia Kensington came to Janow Podlaski Stud in 
Poland to learn from the most successful Arabian breeders in the world. When 
Germany’s conquest sends her plans into disarray, she must rely on British Major 
Bret Conway to get her and her horses safely out of  occupied territory.

Bret isn’t thrilled to be tour guide to this fiery American horse trainer—he’d much 
rather investigate the murder of  his mentor at the hand of  another MI6 agent. He 
must find the mole or risk becoming a target himself. 

As they escape Europe and battle their own emotions and dreams, Bret and Adia 
learn there is more to each other than meets the eye. Once she reaches America, 
Adia’s family secrets threaten everything she’s fought for.  
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Photos make up 93% of the most 
engaging posts on Facebook

http://www.socialbakers.com/blog/1749-photos-make-up-93-of-the-most-engaging-posts-on-facebook



Photo posts 
get 39% more 
interaction on
Facebook.

http://blog.bufferapp.com/7-facebook-stats-you-should-
know-for-a-more-engaging-page





Pinterest is the 
third largest 
referral source 
of web traffic.





Instagram:
100 million monthly active users
40 mil photos uploaded daily
8500 likes per second
1000 comments per second
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http://www.authormedia.com/11-places-to-get-a-free-and-legal-photo-for-your-blog
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http://mashable.com/2013/07/22/free-image-editors/
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